ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Concerns like providing availability of Internet routing and Quality of Service (QoS), content distribution and file sharing services, enabling multicasting or protecting from denial of service attacks have been addressed by different application layer overlay design proposals [1] .
It is well known that flooding-based systems do not scale well due to the bandwidth and processing requirements they impose on the network. In addition, they do not provide guarantees as to lookup times or content accessibility. However, overlay networks can help in addressing these issues because they have a network semantics layer above the basic transport protocol level ( Figure 1 ). This organizes the network topology according the nodes' content, implementing a distributed hash table abstraction that provides load balancing, query forwarding and bounded lookup times [2] .
Node behavior can be either selfish or cooperative in an overlay network topology. In order to maximize nodes benefits, they can create overlay links in the network (selfish mode). Furthermore, they can create overlay links in order to send their traffic demands with the aim of allowing other nodes to route their traffic demands over them (cooperative mode). Properties of overlay networks are listed below:
• They can be built on top of one or more existing networks.
• They can provide an additional layer of indirection/virtualization.
• They can change properties in one or more areas of the underlying networks.
• They can change an existing network layer.
Large scale distributed applications can take advantages of promising characteristics of overlay networks, such as resilience in the event of node failures, adaptation of extended structures and applications and ease of deployment in setting up overlay networks and services.
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There are several issues currently studied with regard to overlay networks research topic. Table  1 shows a classification of them and their corresponding references in the text. First column represents the topic studied and the second one the number of references related to it. [77, 78] The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An extensive description of Peer-to-peer networks is addressed in Section 2; Section 3 explains Virtual Private Networks; and Section 4 offers a comparison between them. In Section 5, the issue of overlay multicast is considered, while the problem of the overlay service topology design is raised in Section 6. Section 7 addresses the topic of massive content distribution on overlay networks; and other overlay network challenges are reviewed in Section 8. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in Section 9.
PEER-TO-PEER NETWORKS
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are two typical overlay networks in constructing large scale distributed applications over large networks.
Peer-to-peer networks run on top of the Internet. Peer-to-peer networks are distributed systems where the software running on each node provides equivalent functions. A definition of P2P networking is a set of technologies that enable the direct exchange of services or data between computers. Implicit in this definition are the fundamental principles that peers are equals. P2P systems emphasize sharing among these equals. A pure peer-to-peer system runs without any centralized control or hierarchical organization. A hybrid system uses some centralized or hierarchical resources. Peers can represent clients, servers, routers, or even networks [3] . 
Goal in P2P Networks
In an opposite approach from the client/server model, it is expected for all clients in Peer-topeer networks to provide resources, including bandwidth, storage space, and computing power ( Figure 2 ). Thus, as nodes arrive and make new requests, the total capacity of the system also increases. This is not different from the client-server architecture, where a fixed set of servers involves that adding more clients generally means that they perceive a decrease in the global performance.
The distributed nature of P2P networks also increases robustness in case of failures by replicating data over multiple peers. In addition, in pure peer-to-peer systems, peers can find data without relying on a centralized index server. In the latter case, there is no single point of failure in the system.
Classification in P2P Networks
Peer-to-peer networks can be classified according to their uses:
• File sharing.
• VoIP.
• Instant messaging and streaming media (audio, video).
• Online social networks. However, there is another classification of peer-to-peer networks according to their degree of centralization:
• Peers act as equals, merging the roles of clients and server.
• There is no central server managing the network.
• There is no central router.
Architectures of P2P Networks
Every peer-to-peer network uses one of the following three types of architectural formats. These formats may include peers and servers:
Centralized Architecture: Central servers respond to peers requests (Figure 3-a) . In this architecture, the peer-to-peer application executing on the peer systems establishes a persistent connection to the central server. The centralized architecture provides excellent performance for search requests and is popular in smaller networks where the community controls user access. However, it is expected that centralized architectures do not scale adequately to large networks and suffer from severe weakness with the central server. Hackers and malicious attacks can easily disable peer-to-peer networks built on the centralized architecture by attacking and disabling the central server.
De-centralized Architecture ("true" P2P Networks): Multiple peers respond to requests from other peers on the network (Figure 3-b) . The de-centralized architecture uses a distributed computing model in which each peer is an equal within the network and this kind of architecture does not contain a central server. There are two advantages over the centralized approach: First, this architecture scales to large networks of peers. Second, malicious attackers cannot easily disable the de-centralized approach due to the distributed control. However, the disadvantage to de-centralized networks is the significantly longer time required to perform search operations.
Hybrid Architecture: This type of architecture combines both the centralized and decentralized approaches into a sole system. This hybrid architecture introduces the concept of SuperNode (also commonly known as UltraPeer), with similar functions to the central server of the Centralized Architecture (Figure 3-c) . In this architecture, SuperNodes are geographically dispersed to create a larger network. The peer-to-peer application executing on the peer systems establishes a persistent connection to one or more SuperNodes and transmits a directory listing of the items available for sharing on the peer system. The hybrid architecture scales to large networks of peers. As with the de-centralized approach, the hybrid network cannot be easily disabled due to the distributed and dynamic nature of the SuperNodes. 
Management of P2P Networks
For peer-to-peer networks, the management considers three different issues: traffic management, scalability management and security management.
Traffic management: Critical applications must not be affected by non-priority applications. Because of this, approaches like providing flexible bandwidth limits, bandwidth borrowing, and traffic queuing should be considered.
Self-Organization in Peer-to-peer: Peer-to-peer systems have to provide services like routing, searching for and accessing of resources. An open question is how much can self-organization emerge as an essential feature for improving the quality of the services. Requirements for selforganization in peer-to-peer networks [4] include issues like feedback, reduction of complexity, randomness, self-organized criticality and emergence.
Security Management: There are important issues related to security in overlay networks, like file sharing where extensive security requirements must be satisfied (e.g., enterprise content sharing and distributed computing) [5] , [6] . Likewise, many peer-to-peer networks are under constant attacks such as:
• Different types of attacks like denial of service attacks (attacks that may make the network run very slowly or break completely), spamming (sending unsolicited information across the network) or identity attacks (tracking down the users of the network).
• Most attacks can be controlled from design and through the use of encryption.
• The "Byzantine Generals Problem" [7] .
VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS
A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a computer network in which some of the links between nodes are carried by open connections or virtual circuits over shared or public communication networks (e.g., the Internet) as opposed to their conduction across a single private network. The link-layer protocols of the virtual network are said to be tunneled through the larger network. One common application is secure communications through the Internet. Although a VPN does not need to have explicit security features, such as authentication or content encryption, they can be used to separate the traffic of different user communities over an underlying network with strong security features [8] , [9] .
Tunneling and Benefits of VPNs
A VPN may have best-effort performance, or may have a defined service level agreement (SLA) between the VPN customer and the VPN service provider.
VPNs are deployed with privacy through the use of a tunneling protocol and security procedures. Tunneling has two forms:
• Remote-access: User-to-LAN connection.
• Site-to-site: An organization can connect multiple fixed sites over a public network.
Creating a VPN benefits an organization as in:
• Extended geographical communication.
• Reduced operational cost.
• Enhanced organizational management.
• Enhanced network management with simplified local area networks.
• Improved productivity and globalization.
Management of VPNs
Management of VPNs faces some challenges in security management, service management, data management and even tunnel management [10] , [11] to maintain fast, secure and reliable communications. These challenges include:
Security Management: VPNs remain susceptible to security issues when they try to connect between two private networks using a public resource. The challenge in making a practical VPN, therefore, is finding the best security for it:
• User authentication mechanisms before VPN connection.
• Some ISPs offer managed VPN service for business customers who want the security and convenience of a VPN but not to administer it.
• Trusted Delivery Networks (Actual Private Networks, APNs). L2TP, L2F, PPTP.
• Security Mechanisms.
• Secure VPN protocols:
o L2TPv3.
• VPN Quarantine.
• Security on Mobile VPNs (HIP).
Service Management: VPN management simplifies the task of defining, distributing, enforcing and deploying VPN policies to keep all remote sites synchronized with the latest security policies.
Data Management: VPN management supports access to back-end databases for highly efficient and reliable data storage and retrieval.
Tunnel Management: It can be thought in terms of what type of tunneling protocols will be used.
COMPARISON BETWEEN P2P NETWORKS AND VPNS
Peer-to-peer networks and VPNs have some common characteristics, such as ease to reconstruct the communications states, dynamic deployment for scalability and use of the services of communications layers beneath them. However, they have some differences in their design, applications and management:
Purpose: Data sharing and communications between peers (P2P) versus extension of enterprise networks (intranet) over public networks (VPN).
Communication style: communication between peers with equal roles (P2P) versus addition of a node to an extended intranet (VPN) with different roles, similar than client/server model.
Communication technology:
Application layer overlay network on top of the native or physical network topology (contents exchanged directly over the IP network) in P2P versus the use of tunneling protocols (they can be designed over layer 1, 2 and 3) in VPN.
Scalability: Performance of the system not sensitive to scaled networks (P2P) versus architectures not fully distributed (impact on system performance if they grow up, VPN).
Management: Traffic management, search strategies and dynamic structure management (P2P) versus security management and tunnel management (VPN).
OVERLAY MULTICAST
Many applications (e.g., audio and video streaming, multi-party games) rely on some support for data multicast, where clients interested in a given data stream can join a corresponding multicast group.
Although IP multicast approaches can be considered to be solutions for various new emerging services which require active participation from many users, they do not work well in the current Internet which is based on unicast communications [12] . Various alternative methods are being developed to overcome this limitation of the current Internet. One such method is overlay multicast.
These networks are typically composed of one or more propagation trees or a single mesh. In these structures, nodes are computers and edges are overlay links formed by the establishment of peering relationships between the nodes.
Overlay multicast networks can be characterized by a set of measures and properties, an important element of which is the diffusion pattern. Peer selection in these systems is based on classic measures like end-to-end delay and outgoing bandwidth. In mesh-based systems, where nodes pull the data from their neighbors, peer selection is primarily based on the availability of content on nodes.
Most overlay multicast uses bi-directional TCP connections between the end-systems. Although TCP guarantees an abutted sequence for reception and reliable transmission, TCP does not satisfy all properties of the overlay multicast. This is why there are some research work around the overlay multicast topic.
In [13] , authors propose to combine two mechanisms by deploying a protocol stack and design a two-layered architecture for media streaming in overlay networks. The first layer is a generic and customizable protocol which is able to construct and maintain different types of meshes. The second layer is responsible for data propagation to the nodes in the mesh by constructing an optimized diffusion tree. The goal of this modular approach is to address some inherent problems in tree-based overlay streaming solutions, in particular the vulnerability of the diffusion tree against failures and its poor resource utilization. This architecture is lightweight in terms of bandwidth usage and maintains an acceptable average reception rate.
Allani et al. [14] take a probabilistic approach by considering the probability of node failure and message loss and using retransmission to compensate for the failures. In the realm of tree-based systems, Overcast [15] , NICE [16] and ESM [17] , mostly focus on multimedia streaming.
Some systems have also proposed building multiple trees. Some examples are CoopNet [18] , Splitstream [19] and ChunkySpread [20] . Generally, these systems use Multiple Description Coding (MDC).
Nevertheless, it is crucial to design an efficient network-aware overlay network to enable multicast service to adjust under the dynamic underlying network conditions and node churn in a scalable manner. In [21] , Keong Lua et al. propose an accurate and scalable Internet subspace geometry to embed the nodes onto a geometric plane by measuring delay latencies between some nodes and assign geometric coordinates to all nodes in such a way that the geometric distances between node coordinates closely approximate their delay latencies. These authors also design a network-aware SuperPeers-Peers geometric overlay hierarchy maintained locally in a distributed manner allowing self-organization. Finally, they create a shortest-path overlay multicast tree based on shortest geometric distances between SuperPeers at the SuperPeers layer for overlay multicasting. This low-latency and high-bandwidth multicast backbone infrastructure will serve the Peers in the lower layer. Results show high efficiency and good scalability once having evaluated these proposals on the 10 massive scale networks with 100,000 nodes and in the PlanetLab.
As a conclusion, Keong Lua et al indicate that we cannot ignore the underlying network metric such as delay latency (RTTs) between nodes to construct efficient overlay network for multicasting. This is why they propose a network-aware geometric overlay network providing accurate geometric distances between nodes in Euclidean space: once the locality of nodes in the underlying network has been determined in a scalable manner, the selective placement of nodes in the geometric overlay is done efficiently. Then, overlay multicasting using networkaware geometric overlay hierarchy approach achieves high efficiency and good scalability in massive scale and wide-area networks. This is due to the scalable design of network awareness and node locality properties in the network that help to scale and boost the multicast efficiency, quality and performance.
Related work shows a scalable application-level multicast [22] , [23] built on Pastry [24] and a source-specific, application-level multicast scheme that is built on top of Tapestry known as Bayeux [25] . CAN-Multicast [26] is built on top of Content Addressable Network (CAN), by creating a separate CAN overlay for each multicast group, and then perform flooding of multicast messages to all nodes.
It is known that overlay routing enhances both reliability and performance of IP networks [27] . This is because it can bypass network congestion and transient outages by forwarding traffic through one or more intermediate overlay nodes. Therefore, there are many researchers working on the design of algorithms for multicast applications in overlay networks. In [27] , Pompili et al. propose two different multicast algorithms: the first algorithm is intended for specific applications such as live video, software and file distribution, replicated database, web site replication, and periodic data delivery; it builds a virtual multicast tree to allow one member in the multicast group to send data to the other members. The second algorithm is intended for group-shared applications such as videoconference, distributed games, file sharing, collaborative software and replicated database; it constructs a virtual shared tree among group members. The objective of both algorithms is to achieve traffic balancing on the overlay network so as to avoid traffic congestion and fluctuation on the underlay network, which cause low performance.
To address these problems, the algorithms actively probe the underlay network and compute virtual multicast trees by dynamically selecting the least loaded available paths on the overlay network. This way, network resources are optimally distributed and the number of multicast trees that can be setup is maximized. Both algorithms can offer service differentiation, i.e., they provide QoS guarantees at the application-layer without IP-layer support. The low computational complexity of the proposed algorithms leads to time and resource saving.
There are many works related to the construction of multicast algorithms in overlay networks [19] , [23] , [28] , [29] , although neither of these algorithms have addressed QoS requirements of multicast groups.
Overlay multicast network infrastructures have been proposed as feasible solutions to support scalable inter-domain multicast services for real-time applications [30] , [31] (utilization of MSNs: multicast service nodes). QUEST (a QoS assUred composEable Service infrastructure) provide both QoS assurances under multiple QoS constraints, and load balancing in service overlay networks [32] .
In [33] , the authors consider overlay multicast in the scenarios where any participant node is a potential data source. Existing multicast algorithms for single-source always require a long time to deliver messages or have high maintenance overhead when multiple data sources are allowed. However, there are other algorithms that are designed for multi-source scenarios, but they consume too much network resources and have a long convergence time because of proximity ignorance. They propose an algorithm called FPCast, which leverages node heterogeneity and proximity information at the same time. Physically close nodes are grouped into clusters and each cluster selects a powerful, stable node as its rendezvous point. The rendezvous nodes form a DHT-based structure. Data messages are replicated and forwarded along heterogeneous multicast trees. They show the average delivery path length converges to O(log n) automatically (n is the number of nodes in the overlay) and simulation results demonstrate the superiority of this algorithm in terms of message delivery time and network resource consumption, in comparison with the previous randomized algorithms. The algorithm is also resilient to node failures.
The introduction of a reliable data delivery scheme for relay-based overlay multicast is tackled in [34] . The proposed method is based on the architecture for n-plex multicast service which realizes simultaneous communications between multiple senders and multiple receivers [35] , [36] .
Jeon et al. [37] raise the multicast tree reconstruction procedure required when a non-leaf node fails or leaves. They propose a proactive approach to solve the aforementioned defect of overlay multicast scheme by using a resource reservation of some nodes in the tree construction procedure. A route maintenance approach makes it possible to shorten recovery time from parent node's abrupt failure. Simulation results show that the proposed approach takes less time than the previous works in reconstructing a similar tree and that it is a more effective way to deal with more nodes that have lost their parent nodes due to failure.
Otherwise, among the existing overlay multicast protocols, the Priority-based directed minimum Spanning Tree (PST) is designed for Distributed Interactive Applications (DIAs). It uses priority to quantify the relationship between two nodes and guarantees the nodes with high priority receiving data in a short delay. Priority is calculated only from the distance between the nodes and the available bandwidth of nodes is not considered in multicast tree building, therefore PST cannot use available bandwidth efficiently and in some cases the priority might be calculated inaccurately. To this effect, Yu et al. propose in [38] a novel overlay multicast protocol named Fuzzy priority based Overlay Multicast (FOM), which adopts a fuzzy mechanism to accurately calculate the priority by taking all the properties of nodes into consideration, like delay and available bandwidth to build multicast trees. When the available bandwidth is insufficient to build a multicast tree, a priority based filtering mechanism is implemented to rebuild it. The simulation results show that with an increasing group number, the proposed algorithm has the best performance on tree build rates, mean relative delay penalty and bandwidth usage percentage, and it is more suitable for DIAs than protocols ALMI and PST.
Finally, the aforementioned described requirements make multicast routing an important and difficult challenge in the Internet and even more so in ad hoc networks. In fact, mainly due to the dynamic nature of the routes, multicast protocols developed for wired networks cannot operate in the harsher wireless environment.
The work published by Rodolakis et al. [39] studies the benefits of multicast routing in the performance of wireless ad hoc networks: if a node wishes to communicate with n distinct destinations, multicast can reduce the overall network load by a factor O(sqrt(n)) in comparison of unicast. Hence, the aggregate multicast capacity of wireless ad hoc networks is O(sqrt(n)) larger than the unicast capacity when the group size n is small compared to the total number of nodes in the network. They use and evaluate the multicast protocol called Multicast Overlay Spanning Trees (MOST) for wireless mesh networks through simulations (ns-2) and tests in real network environments. This algorithm only uses the information provided by a link state routing protocol and is an extension to OLSR fully distributed in the sense that each group member computes and maintains the shared multicast tree independently. As a conclusion, it is shown that multicasting can reduce the overall network load by a factor O(sqrt(n)) for n multicast group members in massively dense ad hoc networks. Consequently, the total capacity of the network for data delivery is significantly increased.
OVERLAY SERVICE TOPOLOGIES
Overlay topology design has been one of the most challenging research areas over the past few years. Several studies have appeared in the literature with the purpose of providing optimal routing and topology design in different contexts, such as wired backbone networks [40] [41] [42] [43] , wireless networks [44] , [45] and recently Service Overlay Networks [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] .
Service Overlay Networks (SONs) have emerged as one of the most promising architectures envisioned to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees in the Internet. They create a virtual topology on top of the Internet and provide end-to-end QoS guarantees with no support from the underlying network. A distinguishing characteristic of SONs is that the overlay links can be overlapped at the physical layer even though they are completely disjointed at the overlay layer. The SON establishes bilateral service level agreements with the individual underlying ISPs for hosting overlay nodes and purchasing the bandwidth needed for serving its users.
An adaptive topology design framework for SONs is presented in [46] to ensure inter-domain QoS, and a set of heuristics is proposed to solve the least-cost topology design problem. The problem is, however, formulated considering full coverage of all traffic demands and assuming that overlay node locations are given. Moreover, no bounds on link capacities are included and the user assignment is not optimized.
The joint end-system assignment and routing problem is investigated in [47] to determine the minimum cost overlay network. Another set of heuristics for SONs design is proposed in [48] : these algorithms aim to construct an overlay topology maintaining the connectivity between overlay nodes under various IP-layer path failure scenarios.
To increase the performance of the network in case of a link failure, the Resilient Overlay Networks (RON) approach was proposed [54] . RON routes packets based on minimizing routing cost function [48] .
The problem of dynamic overlay network reconfiguration is addressed in [50] , where the main goal is to find the optimal reconfiguration policies that can both accommodate time-varying communication requirements and minimize the total overlay network cost.
The optimization of the resources utilized by an SON is a fundamental issue for an overlay operator owing to the costs involved and the need to satisfy user requirements. Careful decisions are necessary to provide enough capacity to overlay links, to route traffic, to assign users to access nodes and to deploy overlay nodes.
In [55] , two mathematical programming models are proposed for user assignments, traffic routing optimization and dimensioning of the capacity reserved on overlay links in SONs. The first model minimizes the SON installation cost while providing full access to all users. The second model maximizes the SON profit by selecting which users to serve, based on the expected gain, and taking into consideration budget constraints of the SON operator. Moreover, authors extend these models to include the optimization of the number and position of overlay nodes. They also provide the optimal solutions of the proposed SON design formulations on a set of realistic-size instances and discuss the effect of different parameters on the characteristics of the planned networks. These authors conclude that the overlay topology design techniques proposed in previous works [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] are less general than their SON design models since they consider at least one of the following special cases:
1) The number and location of overlay nodes are pre-determined.
2) The routing is fixed and known.
3) There are no capacity constraints on overlay links.
4) Full coverage of all network users is provided without consideration of the SON profit maximization issue.
Results show that the proposed approach is able to solve the problem to the optimum even for large-scale networks, and it is able to capture the effect on the network topology configuration of all the parameters, providing a promising framework for the design of SONs.
Researchers have noticed that among the most interesting open problems in overlay network design is topology creation such as node location and link setup. The creation of virtual networks has been proposed for various network technologies, like optical networks or virtual topologies in the wavelength domain created on top of optical networks (Lightnet).
Youssef et al. [56] try to find the optimal overlay network topology considering both transport and overlay link creation costs. They address the challenge of overlay topology design by considering which overlay topology best minimizes cost function, taking into account overlay link creation cost and routing cost. Bimodal traffic demands are considered, which simulate a high level of variation in the traffic demands between the network nodes. These authors formulate the problem as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation given a traffic matrix and assuming cooperative behavior of nodes. The solutions to this problem on real network topologies with different sizes and different topology characteristics were analyzed, showing that the traffic demands between the nodes affect the decision to create new overlay links.
Some heuristics are proposed to find near-optimal overlay topologies with a reduced complexity when the problem size increases. Results show that the selection of the best heuristic among the set of the proposed ones is a function of α. The optimal and near optimal overlay topologies, generated by the ILP formulation and the heuristics respectively, are characterized to explain how nodes behave in the networks. The effect of the traffic demands and the number of hops separating pairs of nodes for creating the overlay topologies are shown. The effect of the underlay topologies on creating the overlay topologies is also studied using some topological metrics.
Finally, guidelines for the selection of the best heuristic as a function of the cost parameters are also provided. In [57] , the topology design problem of a SON is addressed from a performance point of view. Since the analytical solution of the problem is too computationally complex, authors compare the performance of some well-known topologies and propose a new traffic demand aware overlay topology called K-shortest-path-tree (KSPT). This is accomplished by varying the number of overlay nodes and the IP network size. The authors investigate the performance of each overlay topology in different network scenarios, taking into account both overhead and accepted traffic between the overlay nodes. Finally, they conclude that Mesh-Tree topology always performs worse than the other overlay topologies and when the size of the IPlayer network is large and the number of overlay nodes is small, KSPT is a valuable option. Instead, when the IP-layer network is hierarchical, the AC topology outperforms all the other network topologies because it takes advantage of the underlay topology knowledge.
When considering different topologies, it is necessary to understand how they affect the overlay routing performance and how to efficiently build overlay topologies connecting all the overlay nodes. Some work has focused on the selection of the best overlay links (e.g. [47] ), but other issues, such as binding end systems to overlay access nodes, positioning the overlay nodes [49] , [58] or choosing the right number of overlay nodes, have also been faced. In these studies, the overlay topology is usually represented as a graph and the topology design problem is expressed as an optimization problem. The general approach relies on the use of heuristic algorithms that allow finding a near-optimal solution.
Most works [46] , [47] , [49] , [50] , [59] analyze the topology design problem from an monetary cost point of view with the aim to minimize the cost for the deployment of the SON. Only a few works [48] , [60] deal with the SON topology design problem from a network performance perspective. In [60] , authors aim at finding the overlay topology minimizing a cost function which takes into account the overlay link creation cost and the routing cost. They also highlight how the traffic demand affects the creation of new overlay links. In [48] , instead, authors compare several existing and some new overlay topologies in terms of resilience.
CONTENT DISTRIBUTION ON OVERLAY NETWORKS
Massive content distribution on overlay networks stresses both the server and the network resources because of large volumes of data to be transmitted, relatively high bandwidth requirement, and many concurrent clients. While the server limitations can be overcome by replicating the data in more nodes, the network limitations is a different challenge. Network limitations bear difficulty in determining the cause and location of congestion and in provisioning extra resources accordingly.
Several pieces of work present schemes for massive content distribution. For example, Chul Han et al. [61] try to assign the clients to appropriate servers, so that the network load is reduced and also well balanced, and the network resource consumption is low. This scheme allows scaling to very large systems because the algorithms are efficient and do not require network measurements nor topology or routing information. They partition the clients into disjoint subsets according to the degree of interference criterion. This degree reflects network resource usage and the interference among the concurrent connections. However, this problem is NPcomplete but authors present heuristic algorithms for them.
OTHER OVERLAY NETWORK CHALLENGES
Up to this point, application-layer overlay networks have been proposed as an alternative method to overcome IP-layer path anomalies and provide users with improved routing services. Running on the application layer, overlay networks usually rely on probing mechanisms for IPpath performance monitoring and failure detection. Their service performance is jointly determined by their topology, parameters of probing mechanism and failure restoration methods.
Several works have addressed these issues by defining metrics to evaluate the performance of overlay networks in terms of failure detection and recovery, network stability and overhead.
In [62] , the authors model the overlay-based failure detection and recovery process and through extensive simulations investigate how different IP-layer path failure characteristics and overlay topologies, detection and restoration parameters affect service performance of overlay networks. They examine the tradeoffs among different overlay performance metrics and the optimal performance conditions, which can help to understand overlay-based failure.
Zhuang et al. [63] investigate the tradeoffs of different overlay/P2P node failure detection algorithms in terms of overhead, packet loss ratio and failure detection ratio. The same topic is also discussed in [64] , in which the authors focus on analytical models and propose a self-tuning method.
Some work has been done on setting up optimal hello message intervals in OSPF network environment. Goyal et al. [65] investigate the impact of topologies and network congestion on optimal HelloInterval for OSPF network through simulation. Basu et al. [66] perform experimental study of the stability of OSPF in terms of convergence time, routing load and number of routing flaps. In [67] , authors use analytical methods to study the effects of traffic overload on OSPF and BGP by quantifying the stability and robustness properties. Qiu et al.
[68] studied the vertical interaction between selfish overlay network and lower-layer traffic engineering mechanisms.
In addition, application-layer overlay protocols have been considered for enhancing delivery services in mobile ad-hoc networks. In [69] , it is shown that overlay networks can provide forward and backward secrecy for application data in an ad-hoc network. Authors present a key management and encryption scheme, called neighborhood key method, where each node shares a secret with authenticated neighbors in the ad-hoc network. The method is evaluated in a newly developed application-layer ad-hoc routing protocol. Both the ad-hoc routing protocol and the security scheme are implemented in a software system for application-layer overlay networks. Finally, through indoor and outdoor measurement experiments they evaluate the effectiveness of the neighborhood key method and the performance of application-layer ad-hoc networks.
Furthermore, several studies recently applied application-layer overlay protocol solutions in a mobile ad-hoc context to run ad-hoc routing protocols at the application layer [70] , [71] or to realize a multicast service in ad-hoc networks [72] , [73] , [74] , [75] .
To end this work, many authors indicate that a management system that controls and adapts overlay networks behavior is needed. This will meet not only specific demands of users but also those of the network and service providers. Al-Oqily et al. [76] present an approach to the issue of automating overlay network management, but in contrast to existing management approaches which require static a priori policy configurations, policies are created dynamically. A policy layer consists of a set of policy enforcement points and policy decision points. This is used to capture the goals of the users, services and networks into network-level objectives.
The behavior of the overlay network is adapted to the changing conditions in its environment. The creation, adaptation, and termination of overlays are achieved through policies, which are generated and enforced from the context information of the user, the network and the service provider. This approach provides users and applications with more flexibility to dynamically change their QoS requirements.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Requirements in network management and control have been amended by emerging network and computing models. As an example, overlay networks is one emerging network application, but the new network environments and network services require new management strategies which can cope with resource constraints, scalability, dependability, context awareness, security, and mobility. Thus, the management of overlay networks should import selfmanagement and intelligent strategies to deal with the complex management tasks.
The management issues which are discussed in this paper will probably be supplemented by new approaches. It is predictable that new requirements of expanded applications will stimulate the evolution of overlay networks, technology improvement and related management in overlay networks.
In addition, there have been studied other different issues related to overlay networks in this paper, like the specific management of P2P networks, VPNs and a comparison between them, the challenges of overlay multicast and the problem of the overlay service topology design. Likewise, the topic of massive content distribution on overlay networks has been addressed as well as the overlay-based failure detection and recovery process and the issue of automating overlay network management. Furthermore, some application-layer overlay protocols have been considered for enhancing delivery services in mobile ad-hoc networks.
Future research could focus on dynamic multicast groups on overlay networks and on the dynamic interactions between overlay and underlay networks. Another interesting direction for future work consists in enhancing protocol MOST studied in [39] with quality of service mechanisms and providing measurement studies of the protocol performance.
Considering the problem of overlay topology design, future work could also focus on studying the overlay topology creation and adaptation in case of unknown traffic demands. A hybrid network with a mix of selfish and cooperative nodes is an additional interesting scenario. Heterogeneous values of the overlay cost coefficient could be proposed for each node in the network, and its effect on the overlay topology creation could be studied. Otherwise, there can be an interesting joint between overlay networks and Pocket Switched Networks [77] , [78] which could be studied in depth to make solid proposals.
